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LIGHTNING DASHBOARDS
Beautifully designed, easy to read dashboards give 
your management team actionable, up-to-date 
information. 

SOLUTION DESIGN
Build a blueprint design with key stakeholders outlining 
current and future business processes.

LIGHTNING AUTOMATE
Save your team time by implementing strategically 
placed automation utilizing the very best tools in 
business technology.

TESTING
Together we will verify the system meets your require-
ments testing for reliability, performance, usability and 
security.

DATA IMPORT
Start day one with your existing customer database 
pre-loaded in Salesforce.

MOVE-IN DAY
Watch as your business begins the transformation on 
your way to return on investment!

TRAIN THE TRAINER
Your selected internal Salesforce champion will be 
given dedicated training sessions.

LIGHTNING STANDARD
Implement your sales process and configure lightning 
record pages to display data efficiently for your team.

Sales Cloud
All inclusive package to get Salesforce working for you - fast.

cloudconstructionsd.com
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WHAT’S INCLUDED?

SOLUTION DESIGN
Our dedicated team of experienced consultants will move 

efficiently and with purpose as we build a new home for your 

growing business. We follow the life cycle of a customer as 

we get to know each part of your process. The result is a 

document outlining the vision and overall solution.

LIGHTNING STANDARD
Build up to 20 custom fields with lightning record pages on 

standard objects including Lead, Account, Contact, 

Opportunity, Task, Event, Contract, Case, Asset and Campaign. 

Implement a data access strategy using organization wide 

defaults and configure up to 3 Profiles. Build up to 2 sales 

processes and 2 record types.

TESTING
Our team will lead up to 3 hours of testing sessions walking 

through each business process. Give your team ownership 

and build confidence with every testing session. While 

testing, the users become experts in your business process.

TRAIN THE TRAINER

DATA IMPORT
Our team will provide Excel templates with examples of data 

for any standard objects including Lead, Account, Contact, 

Opportunity, Task, Event, Contract, Case, Asset and 

Campaign. Your team will be trained up to 2 hours on how to 

properly transform your existing data into the provided 

templates. We will conduct the data import two times 

supporting up to 20,000 records. 

MOVE-IN DAY

LIGHTNING AUTOMATE
Build up to 5 validation rules guiding users through the 

process. Automate with up to 5 workflows, process builders 

or flows making the system efficient and user friendly. 

Reduce clicks and drive home an efficient business process 

every user will enjoy.

LIGHTNING DASHBOARDS
Build up to 8 reports visualized through 1 lightning dashboard. 

Our team will spend up to 2 hours training you on how to use 

and customize the dashboards. Your team can lead the charge, 

analyzing your users’ activities and business outcomes.

Our team will be available to provide support on your big day. 

With the training and testing behind us, the real-world use 

cases start coming in. We are there with you up to 2 hours 

providing feedback and resolving any unforeseen conflicts.

Ask us about our managed service offering

We recommended a “train the trainer” setup where your 

champion is given up to 3 hours of training. This provides your 

user base an internal resource to go to with questions as they 

use the system. Recorded sessions will be provided along with 

a high-level training document specific to your configuration.


